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Abstract. In the following, we develop a method to study dramas as information
networks. We examine how innovative characters are in relation to each other,
i.e. whether they tend to repeat the utterances of others or introduce new infor-
mation to the discourse of the play. Our method captures the role of characters
in this discourse, and through pairwise comparisons, we can also construct net-
works that represent character relationships in a new way compared to existing
approaches. By examining some of Shakespeare’s plays, we also identify general
patterns regarding the structural differences of the networks and gender roles
in comedies and tragedies/non-comedies.

1. Introduction 1

In dramatic works, the flow of information maintained by the speech acts of the char- 2

acters is particularly important. In terms of the internal communication system, the flow 3

(or the withholding) of information between characters is the driving force of the 4

plot (Andresen et al. 2022, 2024); in terms of the external communication system, the 5

audience/readers gain access to the storyworld also mostly through the dialogues (for 6

theoretical description of the two types of systems, see Pfister 1988). Accordingly, 7

co-presence or co-occurrence networks (Trilcke 2013; Trilcke et al. 2015), which have 8

become increasingly popular in recent years, are also often interpreted from the perspec- 9

tive of the internal information flow, although usually implicitly, as in the case of using 10

betweenness centrality as a metric to infer the mediating, even “conspiratorial” role of 11

characters (e.g. Algee-Hewitt 2017; Szemes and Vida 2024). Benjamin Krautter, how- 12

ever, points out that knowledge networks, which represent the transfer of knowledge 13

between characters, and which may well show a different arrangement than co-presence 14

networks, are more helpful and theoretically better grounded in such an investigation 15

of information flow (Krautter 2023, see also Andresen et al. 2022). 16

In contrast to these approaches, the present study analyses the information value of 17

characters’ speeches in Shakespeare’s works from the perspective of the external commu- 18

nication system, i.e. from the perspective of the recipient. Andresen et al. 2022 also took 19

this aspect into account in their research, albeit in less detail and focusing on just a spe- 20

cific type of knowledge transmission. Furthermore, we do not follow Manfred Pfister’s 21

theory (Pfister 1988) strictly in our analysis as they did. That is, we do not only consider 22
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Repetition and Innovation in Dramas

utterances when a character conveys specific knowledge to the audience;1 rather, we 23

consider all utterances according to the extent to which they add new meanings to the 24

storyworld. When in Hamlet, for example, Claudius raises the idea of Hamlet’s exile, 25

the information value of the speech is increased by the mentioning of England (and its 26

relationship to Denmark) for the first time in the play – the horizon of the storyworld is 27

literally expanded. However, Denmark’s foreign policy relations (with Norway) have 28

been discussed before, so the difference from the earlier discourse is not that great. 29

Equally, it can be informative if a character speaks in a new register, different from 30

previous ones, since this shows that such ways of speaking are in fact possible in the 31

represented world, and that these as contexts influence the interpretability of other 32

utterances as well. Consider, for example, the differences between the royal speech at 33

the beginning of Hamlet’s second scene and the sentences exchanged between Horatio 34

and his companions in the first scene, or the dialogue of the Gravediggers in Act 5. The 35

tensions between the royal propaganda and the friendly or humorous remarks create the 36

framework in which the tragedy unfolds. The Gravediggers’ sentences about Hamlet’s 37

exile are less novel, however, as this is alreadymentioned earlier in the play (see the com- 38

parison of sentences from these characters in Appendix 2.) Together, we refer to these 39

types of differences from the previous discourse as semantic difference, which according 40

to our experiments can be captured well with the use of BERT-based language models. 41

The term indicates a focus on the content of the dialogues, but also a consideration 42

of the semantic components of style (for example, a highly metaphorical utterance is 43

usually more distinct from sentences that elaborate the meaning less metaphorically.) 44

In light of this, we are interested in the role that a character plays in shaping the sto- 45

ryworld. Two general functions can be distinguished according to the extent to which 46

they contribute to the creation of new meanings by often deviating from what has been 47

said before, or to the extent that they repeat and thus reinforce an already established 48

discourse. Innovative characters are responsible for the elaboration of new (semantically 49

distinct) meanings, while repeaters or maintainers contribute to the development of the 50

central themes and the general ways of speaking in the drama. There is, of course, also 51

a duality of innovation and repetition within each individual character. This can also 52

be detected with our method, since we calculate the semantic difference between each 53

sentence and its preceding discourse for each character, which makes it possible to 54

examine the distribution of both functions in the cast separately. This sentence-level 55

approach can also help us to answer the question of what the innovative function of a 56

character means in a specific case beyond the broad definition. In this paper, we argue 57

that Shakespeare’s innovative characters can be divided into two groups: those who 58

are in fact responsible for transmitting knowledge, and those who speak in a different 59

way from the dominant discourse in the drama, usually expressing uncertainty and/or 60

emotion, or using metaphorical language. Our results, furthermore, provide a novel 61

way of describing the difference between comedies and tragedies (or more preciesly 62

”non-comedies”2). Namely that female characters in Shakespeare’s comedies are more 63

likely to have innovative functions and be repeated by others compared to tragedies. 64

1. Pfister’s example is Prospero’s speech to Ariel in the beggining of The Tempest (I/ii, 250-293), which is more
informative for the audience, since Ariel already knew everything that was in the speech.
2. Dramas labelled as „comedy” are those that are listed as such in the First Folio (1623). All others are
labelled as „non-comedy” or sometimes in the paper as ”tragedy” for the sake of simplicity. For the structural
similarities of the ”non-comedies” (and their resemblance to tragedies) see Szemes and Vida 2024
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Repetition and Innovation in Dramas

Finally, the paper also addresses the question of the network representation of character 65

relations. Benjamin Krautter has pointed out that the interpretability of networks is 66

significantly affected by the type of relations they represent – different methods lead 67

to different conclusions (Krautter 2023). In the following, we present a new method 68

intended to complement already existing ones. It is based on defining the innovativeness 69

of a character’s speech along pairwise comparisons, i.e. comparing characters with each 70

other separately. On the one hand, this makes it possible to measure the similarities 71

between two characters at sentence level. On the other hand, it allows us to represent the 72

relationships on a directed graph, showing which character in the pairwise comparison 73

is more likely to repeat the other. Similarly to Andresen et al. 2022, we attempt to use “a 74

more content-based form of character networks […] to chart a path to better integrate 75

quantitative analysis and interpretative reading.” In the resulting networks, the role 76

played in the whole discourse of the drama and the relationship between two characters 77

can be examined simultaneously. 78

2. Related Works 79

The paper draws from previous research within information theory that has likewise 80

attempted to measure innovation and repetition in different communicative situations. 81

However, these studies differ not only in their methods, but also in their theoretical 82

assumptions. As well as in their understanding of the terms ‘information’, ‘novelty’, 83

or ‘innovation’. Therefore the paper must be situated within previous research and 84

define its subject of measurement – i.e. how it considers the concept of ‘innovation’ to 85

be operationalised in the study of dramas. 86

South et al. 2022 analyzed repeated linguistic elements to detect the flow of information 87

between Twitter accounts of news organizations. They assume that when more words 88

exist in the same order across two texts, the degree of novelty between them is lower, 89

and vice versa that previously unused phrases and novel word order make a text 90

innovative. Accordingly, their method is based on the identification of the longest 91

repeated sequences of words. This approach functions well in the case of Twitter posts, 92

however, when applied to less homogenous and considerably more poetic dramatic 93

texts, it is less useful. This is because in such texts, repeating sequences almost in all 94

cases are conventionalised expressions (e.g.: ‘there are’, ‘good morning’). Therefore, 95

the results would not primarily indicate semantic similarity. 96

Sims and Bamman 2020 also set out to explore recurring linguistic elements when de- 97

termining the role of characters in a novel’s social and information networks. Beyond 98

considering themere frequency of words, they also examined POS tags and grammatical 99

relations. Using a selection of verbs that describe the most important events of a plot, 100

they identified ‘Subject – Verb – Object’ triples (e.g.: ‘Thomas – left – Vienna’) – if a triple 101

is mentioned by two characters, we can say that they refer to the same event so that the 102

former has an informational impact on the later. The challenges of the method include in- 103

accuracies in co-reference resolution (which assigns each utterance to the corresponding 104

character, although this is much simpler in dramatic works) and in dependency analysis, 105

as well as the somewhat arbitrary selection of the group of verbs to be considered. 106

Whereas Sims and Bamman 2020 sought to explore the direct effect between characters 107
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Repetition and Innovation in Dramas

(internal communication system), we interpret innovation and repetition in relation to 108

the entire discourse preceding an utterance (external communicational system): even 109

though we make pairwise comparisons, we do not assume that the similarity of two 110

characters’ utterances indicates a direct causal relation; we just examine the extent to 111

which the content of an utterance is similar to what was said before. 112

The same question was asked by Barron et al. 2018, who measured whether speeches 113

by members of the Parliament during the French Revolution had raised new themes 114

or contributed to maintaining previous ones. Their approach applies Kullback–Leibler 115

Divergence (KLD), a measure often used in similar contexts due to its strong foundation 116

in information theory. In short, with KDL the difference between the vector representa- 117

tion of texts is not calculated through the spatial metaphor of distance (how far one text 118

is from another in a vector space), but through a model of experience (how surprising a 119

text is when conditioned on prior knowledge - see Chang and DeDeo 2020). Barron et al. 120

2018 first determined the distribution of different topics across parliamentary speeches, 121

then compared these distributions with the help of KLD. A similar attempt was made by 122

Piper et al. 2023 who, on the other hand, used a simple distribution of word frequencies 123

of equal-length chunks to calculate their divergence, through which they could measure 124

the process of narrative revelation. 125

Since the comparison of texts in this study is based on their semantic relations, neither 126

the consideration of the longest recurring sequences nor word frequency distributions 127

proved to be useful approaches. Similarly, doing topic modelling like Barron et al. 2018 128

also proved impractical, because in the case of a drama, the utterances are usually too 129

short to effectively identify themes in them. Nor does one drama provide enough data to 130

distinguish the characters efficiently according to the distribution of themes. Therefore, 131

we use Large Language Models (LLMs) to determine the position of each sentence of 132

a drama within a vector space representing the semantic field of the given language. 133

The embedding process is driven by the SBERT (Sentence-BERT) algorithm, which can 134

quantitatively capture the meaning of larger units, such as sentences, compared to the 135

word-level embeddings of previous BERT models (Reimers and Gurevych 2019). The 136

vector representation of separate sentences makes their semantic comparison possible, 137

which can be utilized in our research to examine the character speeches based on their 138

content. Semantic similarity refers mainly to thematic similarities, but also includes the 139

style of the sentences (e.g. terms belonging to the same style/register are semantically 140

more similar). In light of this, we can say that semantically the less similar a sentence is 141

to its predecessors, the greater the degree of information it conveys (innovativeness). 142

Conversely, the more similar a sentence is to its predecessors, the more it contributes to 143

the repetition of an already existing discourse. 144

This was the approach also used by Dubourg et al. 2023 in their study measuring the 145

innovation of movie plots. Converting the plot summaries of over 19,000 films into 146

vectors with the help of the SBERT algorithm, they calculated the cosine similarity 147

between a summary and all preceding film summaries and averaged them to determine 148

a film’s Innovation Score, i.e. the average distance of the current embedding from 149

previous ones. Our method compares the sentences spoken by characters in a similar 150

way. It is important to note because Dubourg et al. 2023 also evaluated the method and 151

found their results to be positively correlated with results from text mining of viewer 152
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reviews (see Luan and Kim 2022). In our case such a comparison is not possible due to 153

the lack of other results and because, as we have seen, the procedures mentioned so far 154

cannot be adapted without problems to answer our research question. 155

Indeed, so far in the field of quantitative drama analysis, there have not yet been any 156

attempts to answer such a question relating to repetition and innovation in a character’s 157

speech. Most of the previous research investigated primarily the structural characteristics 158

of plays (for an overview: Szemes and Vida 2024); while other, more language-oriented 159

investigations have mostly experimented with topic-modelling of larger corpora (and 160

explore genre differences - see Schöch 2017), and regarding Shakespeare’s works most 161

attention has been paid to authorial style and keyword analysis (Craig and Kinney 2009), 162

or uncovering changes in word use in the oeuvre (Hope and Witmore 2014). The closest 163

to the research is that of Andresen et al. 2022 and Krautter 2023, with the differences 164

already mentioned in the Introduction. It is also important to refer to the research of Šeļa 165

et al. 2024, in which they used stylometric methods developed for authorship attribution 166

to calculate the difference between characters’ speeches. However, their focus was not on 167

the semantic content of the texts and their degree of innovation, but exclusively on their 168

stylistic differences. We hope, therefore, that our study will provide new perspectives 169

to the field, and at the same time enrich the interpretability of certain plays. 170

3. Method 171

For our study, we used dramas from Shakespeare in TEI-XML format provided by 172

the Drama Corpus Project (Fischer et al. 2019).3 As a first step we created a tabular 173

representation of all the individual sentences from a play. We assigned to each sentence 174

1) the name of the character, 2) a timestamp representing the position of the spoken text 175

within the whole drama (from 1 to the last sentence), 3) the number of the act in which 176

the sentence is spoken, and 4) the embedding score provided by a language model. 177

Regarding the last point, the selection of the right model is a primary concern. Using 178

example sentences taken from the corpus, we experimented with several state-of-art 179

best-performing SBERT models.4 We selected sentences with similar and dissimilar 180

meanings (at this stage we judged similarity intuitively and the selection was made 181

manually), and calculated their cosine similarity in a pairwise manner. Subsequently, 182

we calculated the standard deviation of the similarities. Although there was a minimal 183

variation between the models, we chose to use the popular ‘all-MiniLM-L6-v2’, as its 184

results showed the highest standard deviation, whichmeans that the distribution among 185

similar and dissimilar meanings are the largest in this case. See the experiment details 186

and the performance of the chosen model in the project’s GitHub repository (Software 187

availability) where the performance can also be evaluated manually by looking at the 188

most/least similar sentence pairs of the plays (see also the Appendix and the Results 189

sections for further manual evaulation.) Regarding the most similar sentences, for 190

example, character names seem to have a strong influence on sentence similarity. The 191

names could have been therefore filtered out during the pre-processing stage, but it was 192

considered worth keeping them because of their role in the creation of meaning. At the 193

same time, sentences with fewer than four words (e.g., ”Yes, sir”) were excluded, as they 194

3. https://dracor.org/shake
4. See the list of best-performing models: https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html
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are less likely to convey relevant meaning, but are rather conventionalised expressions. 195

We then created pairs from the most frequent speakers (i.e. the main characters5) in 196

a specific order: the first member of the pair became the Source, and the second the 197

Target character. During their comparison, we calculated the cosine similarity between a 198

Target-sentence and all the preceding Source-sentences. In contrast to the method of 199

Dubourg et al. 2023, we did not take the average of these similarities but only selected 200

the largest of them to characterize semantic proximity. Thus, for each sentence of the 201

Target character, we assigned a number indicating how semantically similar it is to the most 202

similar of the previous sentences of Source (Maximum Cosine Similarity - MCS). It can 203

be assumed that the higher the number, the less innovative the meaning of the sentence 204

since it repeats previous content. 205

There are several arguments for using the Maximum Cosine Similarity instead of the 206

average. Firstly, if a Source character speaks on many different topics in many different 207

registers before the current Target-sentence, then on average this Target-sentence will 208

be less similar, even if the Source character has spoken the same sentence before. MCS 209

avoids this by focusing on the maximum value, however, this also means that the result 210

does not report on how often the Source character has elaborated similar meanings. 211

Secondly, MCS values can be used to find the most similar sentence pairs between 212

Source and Target, contributing to the overall interpretability of the results. Thirdly, the 213

average cosine similarity (as Dubourg et al. 2023 also point out) is strongly influenced 214

by temporality: the later the utterance, the more similar it is on average to the earlier 215

discourse (see Fig 1a). Therefore, by using the average cosine similarity, we would 216

measure more the time in the plot at which a character speaks, than the novelty of his or 217

her sentences. The MCS is also exposed to temporality, but to a much lesser extent (Fig 218

1b), and the effect can be compensated for by weighting/adjusting the values (Fig 1c). 219

To do this, we first calculated the average MCS value for each act and for the drama as a 220

whole, and then used the difference between the values for the acts and for the drama 221

to weigh the scores according to the act in which the sentence was uttered. For example, 222

the sentences in the first act were weighted by the difference between the average MCS 223

for the first act and the drama as a whole. At the same time, a high degree of variation 224

can be seen in the dataset: sentences with high MCS values can be found in the first act 225

just as much as low ones at the end of a drama. 226

In the next step, we assigned the average of the weighted MCS scores to each Source- 227

Target pair and performed network normalization on the dataset following the method- 228

ology developed by South et al. 2022. The key consideration here is that if character 229

“B” frequently repeats character “A”, but character “A” also repeats other characters, 230

then character “B” is indirectly connected to such other characters as well. To conduct 231

our network normalization, we determined the average score of a given character as 232

Target, and then divided all similarity scores by this number where this character was 233

the Source. 234

Finally, we calculated the differences for character pairs depending on which character 235

5. Main characters are considered those with more than 30 long sentences for shorter plays (less than 1000
long sentences), more than 40 for plays with mediium length (number of long sentences between 1000 and
1700), and more than 50 for longer plays. Occasionally, individual considerations may also come into play, for
example if a character speaks a lot but only in one scene (e.g. the Gravediggers in Hamlet).
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Repetition and Innovation in Dramas

Figure 1: The relationship between time of utterance and similarity score in Hamlet. Up: Mean
Cosine Similarity, Middle: Maximum Cosine Similarity - without weight, Down: Maximum Cosine
Similarity - weight by act.

is listed as the Source or Target (e.g. Hamlet-Claudius vs. Claudius-Hamlet). If the 236

difference is positive, then the Target character’s sentences are more likely to develop 237

a similar meaning to the Source character’s earlier sentences than vice versa - i.e. the 238

Source character is considered more innovative in their relationship. As a final result, 239

only these positive values were retained and used for network visualization. 240

4. Results 241

The results allow us to visualize the relationships between characters in terms of repeti- 242

tion and innovation as a network. In the example networks seen in Figure 2, the arrows 243

go from Source to Target (indicating which character is more likely to repeat the other), 244

their thickness is determined by the degree of similarity/repetition, and the size of the 245

nodes as an innovation score indicates how often the character is listed as Source, i.e. 246

CCLS2024 Conference Preprints 7
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(a) Hamlet

(b) Julius Caesar

(c) Othello

Figure 2: Networks of Shakespeare’s plays.
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(d) As You Like It

(e) The Taming of the Shrew

Figure 2: Networks of Shakespeare’s plays.
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(f) A Midsummer’s Night Dream

Figure 2: Networks of Shakespeare’s plays. The arrows go from Source to Target (indicating
which character is more likely to repeat the other), their thickness is determined by the
degree of similarity/repetition, and the size of the nodes indicates how often the character is
considered innovative in pairwise comparisons.

how often it is considered innovative in pairwise comparisons. The latter is influenced 247

by both the number of observed sentences and partly the time of utterance: the chance 248

of a character being novel is increased by speaking both earlier, and on more occasions. 249

Even though we applied the above-mentioned weighting method, characters that speak 250

mainly in the second half of the plot generally received lower innovation points (e.g. 251

Antonius in Julius Caesar or Emilia in Othello). We do not see this as a measurement bias 252

but as a characteristic of a character type. This is supported by the fact that there are 253

also examples where as the plot progresses one character becomes increasingly different 254

from another, such as Mercutio, the character with the highest innovation score in Romeo 255

and Juliet, compared to both Romeo and Benvolio, the characters with the second and 256

third highest scores, respectively (Figure 3). 257

(a) Target = Mercutio, Source = Romeo

CCLS2024 Conference Preprints 10
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(b) Target = Mercutio, Source = Benvolio

Figure 3: Changes in maximum cosine similarity over time between the most innovative
characters in Romeo and Juliet. Mercutio’s sentences become less similar to others.

The overall examination of Shakespeare’s dramas shows that the relationship between 258

characters is in most cases hierarchical (i.e. the characters can be ordered hierarchi- 259

cally according to their innovation scores). This is particularly true for tragedies/non- 260

comedies, where the characters with the highest innovation scores can almost always 261

be arranged in a hierarchical way, and only at lower levels can equal scores be found. 262

Equal scores mean that there is a degree of circularity in the dramas: character ”A” tends 263

to repeat ”B”, ”B” repeats ”C”, whereas ”C” repeats ”A” etc. At a higher level, this 264

happens mainly in comedies (among non-comedies, in Cymbeline, Macbeth and Pericles, 265

a play with much debated genre). For example, in The Taming of the Shrew Grumio 266

and Gremio, and also Lucentio and Katharine; in As You Like It Orlando, Adam and 267

Touchstone; in Measure for Measure Duke, Lucio and Angelo take on the same values. 268

This difference between genres is in line with previous results based on co-occurrence 269

networks, which show that comedies are characterized by a denser system of relation- 270

ships, while tragedies by one or two characters with a connecting function who control 271

the social relations (more hierarchical distribution of node degrees). This also means 272

that in comedies there are many misunderstandings and parallelisms (two characters 273

connected by different paths) during the interactions, however, for the same reason 274

such networks are “protected” from falling apart when a certain piece of information is 275

revealed to be untrue. In contrast, information flow is effective and fast in tragedies, but 276

the networks themselves are fragile, as the failure of a connecting character can lead to 277

the disintegration of the whole system (cf. Szemes and Vida 2024). 278

All of this is further nuanced by another distinction between genres based on our 279

measures. It is striking that in the 23 non-comedies the characters most repeated by 280

others are males (except Imogen in Cymbeline and Lady Macbeth who is as innovative 281

as Macbeth and Banquo), while in comedies, female characters are more likely to be 282

the most innovative (six times out of 14). In As You Like It Rosalinda (and Celia in 283

the second place) has the highest score; in All’s Well That Ends Well the Countess (and 284

Helen in the second place), in The Comedy of Errors Adriana; in A Midsummer Night’s 285

Dream Hermia (and Helena in the third place, while their counterparts, Lysander and 286
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Demetrius have the lowest innovation scores among the main characters); in Much Ado 287

About Nothing Beatrice, and maybe most surprisingly in The Tempest Miranda ahead of 288

Gonzalo and Prospero. We can say, that in the two kinds of communities, those who 289

thematise the discourse (or at least who is repeated more than he or she repeats others) 290

appears to differ, although not exclusively, in terms of gender. Women are more likely 291

to play that role in the protected networks of the comedies, and men in the effective but 292

vulnerable tragedies. 293

It is also worth looking at the results of pairwise comparisons in more detail and 294

identifying the most and least similar sentences between characters. In addition to a 295

qualitative evaluation of the method, this can also contribute to a close reading of the 296

dramas and a deeper understanding of the characters. As an example, in Hamlet, the 297

model grasps exactly the essential duality of the main character: he is striving to define 298

himself and others but, at the same time, is constantly doubting such identifications. 299

Hamlet’s sentenceswhich aremost similar to the earlier utterances of the other characters, 300

are often about defining his own and others’ identity; while his most different and 301

innovative sentences report doubt and uncertainty, often in a conditional or interrogative 302

mood (Table 1; see our GitHub repository for all the sentences and their most/least 303

similar pairs from other characters).6 304

High similarity, low innovation Low similarity, high innovation

This is I, Hamlet the Dane. I doubt some foul play.

The King is a thing - I would I had been there.

O God, Horatio, what a wounded name,
Things standing thus unknown, shall I leave behind me!

Do they hold the same estimation
they did when I was in the city?

If Hamlet from himself be ta’en away,
And when he’s not himself does wrong Laertes,
Then Hamlet does it not; Hamlet denies it.

The time is out of joint.

Here comes the King, The Queen, the courtiers. These foils have all a length?

Table 1: Examples of the least and most innovative sentences spoken by Hamlet as Target
(Hamlet)

Hamlet’s speech is most similar to the discourse of the court when he names or identifies 305

someone/something, and most divergent when he questions or is uncertain. Since he is 306

considered the most innovative in the drama, we can say that his sentences about doubt 307

are predominant, and they give the essence of his character – but it is also important to 308

see his statements in the opposite direction. Conversely, themost innovative sentences by 309

Horatio, the second most innovative character in the drama, do not express uncertainty. 310

He is rather the one who brings news to others and often speaks as an eyewitness – in 311

this sense, he really creates new information, not just develops semantically divergent 312

meanings (Table 2). These sentences illustrate well his dramaturgical function of linking 313

events and communities (cf. Moretti 2011). 314

6. The example sentences reported here have been hand-picked for interpretation from the 10 sentences with
the highest and lowest cosine distance in the pairwise comparisons. The selection is therefore somewhat
arbitrary: it is analogous to a researcher trying to make sense of the output of keyword analysis or topic
modelling. The full list is given in the project’s GitHub repository.
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Low similarity, high innovation

Not when I saw ’t.

My lord, I think I saw him yesternight.

Indeed, I heard it not.

It was as I have seen it in his life,
A sable silvered.

It would have much amazed you.

Table 2: Examples from the most innovative sentences spoken by Horatio (Hamlet)

Utterances expressing doubt, reflecting on either mental states like emotions or the out- 315

side world appear as most divergent in other characters from other dramas as well. One 316

example is Hermia in A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Table 3), who is the most innovative 317

character in the drama precisely because of questioning the nature of things around 318

her (even compared to Bottom who appears in a subplot separate from the majority of 319

the cast and, therefore often speaks about something else). Furthermore, the duality 320

observed in Hamlet is also characteristic of Brutus in Julius Caesar. His most similar 321

sentences to the previous discourse are predominantly about the murder; whereas the 322

least similar ones are about doubts and emotions (Table 4). It is worth comparing this 323

with the utterances of Caesar, who only briefly expresses doubt, specifically about going 324

to the Senate (his most innovative utterances), and instead accepts his death to maintain 325

the conventional image of the emperor. This is shown by the fact that he often speaks of 326

himself in the singular third person: “Caesar shall forth.”; “Danger knows full well/ 327

That Caesar is more dangerous than he.” etc. 328

Characters with connecting functions like Horatio can be found also in other plays, 329

whose novelty lies in their reports about specific events. Such is Cassius in Julius Caesar, 330

who can be seen as an innovator even compared to Brutus. His sentences with the 331

highest/lowest MCS score show an opposite pattern to Brutus: he repeats the others 332

when he uses terms referring to emotions and inner values, while his sentences about 333

concrete events differ themost (Table 5). Cassius is in charge of moving the plot forward, 334

bringing news and argument – he also recruits the wavering Brutus into the conspiracy. 335

Part of it is that when Cassius speaks of emotions, he is not talking about himself, but 336

about others. On the other hand, the sentences of Brutus that mark specific events, refer 337

not to the conspiracy but to the murder itself; they are often retrospective and thus less 338

novel. Until the murder takes place, or until he is determined to commit it, he speaks of 339

more abstract topics, demonstrated by one of his most divergent sentences relative to 340

Caesar: „Between the acting of a dreadful thing/ And the first motion, all the interim 341

is/ Like a phantasma or a hideous dream.” 342
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Low similarity, high innovation

Who is ’t that hinders you?

Then I well perceive you are not nigh.

I understand not what you mean by this.

Too high to be enthralled to low.

Nothing but ”low” and ”little”?

Table 3: Examples of the most innovative sentences spoken by Hermia (A Midsummer Night’s
Dream)

High similarity, low innovation Low similarity, high innovation

Mark Antony, here, take you Caesar’s body. I would not, Cassius, yet I love him well.

And for Mark Antony, think not of him,
For he can do no more than Caesar’s arm
When Caesar’s head is off.

That you do love me, I am nothing jealous.

I killed not thee with half so good a will.
If I have veiled my look,
I turn the trouble of my countenance
Merely upon myself.

Hold, then, my sword, and turn away thy face
While I do run upon it.

But if these –
As I am sure they do - bear fire enough
To kindle cowards and to steel with valor
The melting spirits of women, then, countrymen,
What need we any spur but our own cause
To prick us to redress?

But, alas, Caesar must bleed for it. Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of slumber.

Table 4: Examples of the most and least innovative sentences spoken by Brutus (Julius Caesar)

High similarity, low innovation Low similarity, high innovation

Yet I fear him,
For in the engrafted love he bears to Caesar -

The clock hath stricken three.

Well, Brutus, thou art noble. The morning comes upon ’s.

I blame you not for praising Caesar so.
And I do know by this they stay for me
In Pompey’s Porch.

Caesar doth bear me hard, but he loves Brutus.

When went there by an age,
] since the great flood,
But it was famed with more
] than with one man?

I know that virtue to be in you, Brutus,
As well as I do know your outward favor

No, it is Casca, one incorporate
To our attempts.

Table 5: Examples of the most and least innovative sentences spoken by Cassius (Julius
Caesar)
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Finally, it is worth highlighting Othello, in which Iago is associated with the highest 343

innovation score. This is not surprising as he increasingly controls the discourse as 344

the plot develops, and in some cases even makes others, especially Othello, repeat his 345

sentences (e.g. “Men should be what they seem” [Iago], “Certain, men should be what 346

they seem.” [Othello]; “Or to be naked with her friend in bed/ An hour or more, not 347

meaning any harm?” [Iago], “Naked in bed, Iago, and not mean harm?” [Othello]). 348

The sentences of Othello that differ most from Iago’s previous utterances are at the end 349

of the drama. In these, he describes his situation using more abstract language, which 350

may indicate that by the end of the plot, he will be able to view events from an external 351

and broader perspective (Iago’s mastery of always focusing his attention on the concrete 352

signs). However, this may also indicate that he is still incapable of introducing novel 353

information about the concrete storyworld, and thus becomes innovative compared to 354

Iago just when he refrains from naming things, as Iago does it instead of him. This is 355

exemplified by one of Othello’s less similar sentences said to Desdemona: “Let me not 356

name it to you, you chaste stars.” 357

5. Conclusion 358

Comparing sentence-level embeddings of character utterances can be useful both for 359

interpreting specific dramas and for identifying general patterns in bigger corpora. 360

According to the method proposed in the paper, characters whose sentences are the 361

most semantically different from the previous sentences of other characters can be 362

considered innovative. In this case, the degree of difference is measured by Maximum 363

Cosine Similarity of embedding scores of a language model (how similar the most 364

similar sentence is), rather than the average distance from all the previous sentences. 365

The networks resulting from pairwise comparisons present the relationships between 366

characters and provide at the same time a new way of describing the difference between 367

Shakespeare’s comedies and non-comedies. While in non-comedies that are more 368

hierarchical in terms of the distribution of innovation scores, the male protagonists’ 369

speeches are repeated by others, whereas in more circular comedies, female characters 370

are more likely to thematise the discourse of the play. 371

When analyzing the sentence pairs with the highest/lowest similarity scores, two types 372

of characters seem to be distinguishable in Shakespeare’s plays, both of which can 373

be considered innovative. On the one hand, some characters often introduce new 374

information into the discourse and report on events distant in time or space. For example, 375

Horatio in Hamlet as an eyewitness to various events functions as a link between groups; 376

Cassio in Julius Caesar, the main organizer of the conspiracy; and Bottom inAMidsummer 377

Night’s Dream, who also connects a subplot with the main characters. Others don’t bring 378

new information into the discourse in the traditional sense, i.e. they do not talk about 379

something different, but in a different way. This may be the result of the doubt in the 380

established relations and identities (for example, Hamlet on the question of identity, 381

Hermia on the perception and interpretation of the outside world), the predominance 382

of emotions (Brutus), or the use of puns and a language with erotic connotations 383

(Mercutio). In this context, the difference between abstract and concrete sentences also 384

seems to be a general pattern: the more poetic and abstract an utterance is, the more 385

innovative it appears. 386
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6. Appendix - Cosine Similarity Scores 387

6.1 Similar and Dissimilar Sentences from Hamlet Used to Model Com- 388

parison 389

Sentences: 390

1. How now, what noise is that? 391

2. Alack, what noise is this? 392

3. Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet. 393

4. O Hamlet, speak no more! 394

5. To die, to sleep—\No more—and by a sleep to say we end\The heartache and the thousand 395

natural shocks\That flesh is heir to—’tis a consummation\Devoutly to be wished. 396

6. This gentle and unforced accord of Hamlet\Sits smiling to my heart, in grace whereof\No 397

jocund health that Denmark drinks today\But the great cannon to the clouds shall tell,\And the 398

King’s rouse the heaven shall bruit again,\Respeaking earthly thunder. 399

7. To be or not to be, that is the question:\Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer\The slings and 400

arrows of outrageous fortune,\Or to take arms against a sea of troubles And, by opposing, end 401

them. 402

8. Though yet of Hamlet our dear brother’s death\Thememory be green, and that it us befitted\To 403

bear our hearts in grief, and our whole kingdom\To be contracted in one brow of woe,\Yet so 404

far hath discretion fought with nature\That we with wisest sorrow think on him\Together with 405

remembrance of ourselves. 406

9. Ay, truly, for the power of beauty will sooner transform honesty from what it is to a bawd 407

thanthe force of honesty can translate beauty into his likeness. 408

10. Could beauty, my lord, have better commerce than with honesty? 409

11. Rest, rest, perturbed spirit! 410

12. Their residence,both in reputation and profit, was better both ways. 411

Similarity scores: 412

2 0.85
3 0.04 0.04
4 0.11 0.09 0.59
5 0.05 0.09 0.36 0.34
6 0.12 0.13 0.52 0.47 0.54
7 -0.04 -0.01 0.39 0.33 0.40 0.32
8 -0.03 -0.04 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.39
9 -0.05 -0.07 0.26 0.19 0.30 0.31 0.22 0.25
10 -0.06 -0.09 0.26 0.14 0.19 0.28 0.21 0.18 0.72
11 0.10 0.09 0.23 0.18 0.42 0.36 0.19 0.27 0.20 0.14
12 0.04 -0.03 0.16 0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.24 -0.03

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

413

6.2 Similar and Dissimilar Sentences from Hamlet – Examples from the 414

First Scene, the King’s Speech and the Gravediggers’s Dialogue 415

Sentences: 416

1. He shall with speed to England\For the demand of our neglected tribute. 417
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2. It was that very day that young Hamlet was born — he that is mad, and sent into England. 418

3. Th’ ambassadors from Norway, my good lord,\Are joyfully returned. 419

4. Therefore our sometime sister, now our queen,\Th’ imperial jointress to this warlike state,\Have 420

we (as ’twere with a defeated joy,\With an auspicious and a dropping eye,\With mirth in funeral 421

and with dirge in marriage,\In equal scale weighing delight and dole)\Taken to wife. 422

5. I think it be no other but e’en so. 423

6. Is not this something more than fantasy? 424

7. It harrows me with fear and wonder. 425

8. I like thy wit well, in good faith. 426

9. Cudgel thy brains no more about it, for your dull ass will not mend his pace with beating. 427

Similarity scores: 428

429

2 0.34
3 0.27 0.22
4 0.35 0.28 0.31
5 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.19
6 0.05 0.12 0.03 0.19 0.16
7 0.19 0.23 0.09 0.29 0.19 0.17
8 0.06 0.17 0.23 0.21 0.14 0.09 0.18
9 0.26 0.23 0.08 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

430

7. Data Availability 431

Data can be found here: https://github.com/dracor-org/shakedracor 432

8. Software Availability 433

Software can be found here: https://anonymous.4open.science/r/innovation-dra 434

ma/ 435
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